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IJfTRODUC'l' I Oil

The unit operation

o~

liquid-liquid extraction hae

deYeloped enormously in the last 20 7ears and 1s now
recognized as one ot the most iaportant techniques tor
the

p~s1cal·separat1o.n

and refining ot industrial liquids.

For yeare the conventional apparatus used tor 11qu1d-11quid
ext~ction

has been towers employing countercurrent tlow

ot the liquids and equipped with various means to Lncrease

the

~tertac1al

area.

The countercurrent oolttBD consist• of a tower through

wh1ch flows a continuous phase wh11e countercurrent to this
flow 1a a stream ot droplets (the dispersed phase).
Y1s1on is made tor dispersing one phaae with
region at each end ot the tower.

a

Pro- ·

settling

This arrangement oorre-

aponde to the single .pray tower in ·absorption but in prac-

tice such a a1•ple apparatus has a. Yery low ett1c1eno7 &me
to 1noa.plete

a1x~

an4

ooaleao~ o~

the or1g1nal 4roplete.

A recent design tor the 1apro•e•ent ot 11qu14-11qu14
extractlan equ1p.ent 1nYolYee a column utll1z1ng counter-

ourreat flow, aeohaDloa1 ag1 tat lOll, and bat.t led eettllq

zonee.

In one oase, the oo1u.a 1s tltte4 with

•~eYe

plates

that may be aoYe4 liP &ll4 4o11Ji relat1Ye to the liquid prodac1Dg the agitation, wMle the. 11qu14a

through the plat••·

Settl~

tlow oouaterourrentl7

take• p1aoe

aur~

the ·,..•••

-2-

between the strokes.

The operation and construction

thLs oolu.n can be a1apl1t1ed b7
and agitating b7

1apart~

stationary plates

reciprocat~

a

11qQ1ds re1at1Ye to the plates.

1s a co1u.n which conaiata

us~

or

or

motion to the

Another possible de•1sn

a nu.ber ot compartments

formed b;y a series ot stator rlngs, with a rotating disc

centered 1n each coapartment and supported by a

rotat~

This apparatus has been proved to be highly

shaft.

efficient_, simple, and cheap to operate, and easy to
maintain.

The purpose ot this thesis was to design a 11qu1411qu1CI. extraction systea containing
tion oolWDil and

(2)

( 1)

a · pu.lse extrac-

a rotating-disc oontactor colWIIIl

tor non-hazardous, a1au1ated, nuclear tuel

proceaa~.

The ayatem waa designed euch that the two columna aay be
operatecl

(1)

and

as a lll1lt1ple contact aye tea.

( 3)

••paratel7,

aade to T&r7 the

(2)

u -• oounteroarreJlt a7atem,
Provisions were

tol1ow~a:

Pulse Bx•raotor

8otattmg-Diso Coptaotor

aap11tude ot pulse
treque11c7 ot pul.se
tlow rate

•peed .or rotor
stator op811i.JlC
~otor diaaeter
ooapar~ment height

-JI I •

LITEBATURE BEVIEW

The unit operation of liquid-liquid extraction 1s
a means by which material 1s transrered from one liquid
phase to another.
various types

or

Class1f1cat1on ot operations and
equipment used for contacting and separat-

ing pha•es are discussed.

Special attention is given to

the pulsed liquid-liquid extractor and the rotating-disc
contactor.

-4L1qu1d-11quid Extraction
The unit operation of liqu1d-11qu1d extraction has
developed enormously in the last 20 years and is now re-

cognized as one of the most important techniques for the
physical separation and refining of industrial liquids.
The growth in importance began principally because liquid-

liquid extraction proved to be the only

~ethod

of process-

1ng certain materials, such as lubricating oils, and continued as it was realized that the method could be extended
to separation carried out previously by other means such as
distillation which may have been more expensive to operate{
Definition.

24

>.

Liquid-liquid extraotion is the term

applied to any operation in which a material dissolved in

one liquid phase is transfered to a second liquid phase

{8)

•

At least one of the components of the mixtu-r e must be immiscible or partly miscible with the treating solvent so that.
at least two phases are formed over the entire range or operat~ condition used( 21 >. Liquid-liquid extraction is
widely used for the separation
tion, partioularly when(S):
tively nonvoLatile,
tive to heat,

(J)

(2)

or

(1)

the components ot a soluthe components are rela-

one or more components are sensi-

the components have substantially the

same volatilities from the mixture, and

(4)

relatively

small amounts or desired product Ln solution would
tate large heat requ1rments for other metho4s

or

ne~ess1-

separation(

6?>.

-sLiquid-liquid extraction always involves the two
steps< 65>:

(1)

intimate mixing or oontaot of the solvent

with the solution to be treated,
liquid solution phase

~rom

(2)

separation

o~

the liquid solvent phase.

the
The

complete extraction may involve other operations such as
the separation and recovery of solvent from the solute.
This is usually carried out by distillation.
Applications of Liquid-Liquid Extraction.

The first

recorded application of liquid-liquid extraction is

proba~ly

that of Goering in 188) who described a process for the
production ot concentrated acetic acid from dilute solutions
by extraction with ethyl acetate< 40

>.

The

~etroleum indus-

try has the largest number of operations Lnvolving liquidliquid extraction.

Procesa<

4

>,

These operations are employed in Solutizer
The •nuo-so1• Proo•ss< 6 J) and, The Mercapsol

Prooess{JJ>.
In recent years liquid-liquid extraction has become
of considerable importance in the refining of animal and
vegetab1e oils.

In the Solexol Process(J 9 >, propane 1s used

to separate small amounts of oqlor bodies trom the glycerides.
Furtura1 has also been used for the separation ot the more
unsaturated fraot1ona from oils such as soya-bean and 11nseed( 2S>.
Wood rosin has been

~ef1ned

since 192? by extraotion of a

naphtha solution with furfural, and the produot is stated to

-6compare favourably w1th the more expens1ve·gum rosin( 65>.
L1qu1d-liqu1d extraction is used on a oons1derable soale
for the separation ot pen1o1111n and other ant1b1otics
from fermentation 11quors( 4S>:

One of the most important

uses ot 11qu1d-11qu1d extraction is separation of uranyl
nitrate trom acid solutions by a solution of tr1butyl phosphate 1n kerosene< 2 >.
The major commercial app11cat1ons

or

extraction processes are listed 1n Table I.

11qu1d-11qu1d

-7TABLE I

Malor Commercial Applications of
L1guid-L1qu1d Extraction Processes

I. Petroleum ReflDinc
A.

B.

8eparatiQ high purity products

Tolueae
Butadiene

OlefiDa
Separatinc one or more crouP. of compounds from cuts of wide
boilinc range
1. Treatment of keroeene. Edeleanu (9~)
2. Lubricating oila treated with selected solvents
Edeleanu Oiquid SOt)
Chlorex [bis(2-chloroethyl)ether]
Duo-Sol
Furfural
~itrobenzene

C.

II.

Phenol
Dewaxing, deasphalting, and decarbonizinr; operations

Extraction of Acetic Acid
A. Wood distillation
B . Recovery of acetic acid from dilute solutions irom cellulose acetate. etc.

I I (. Phenol Reco,·ery
-~Raschi~ process, primary phenol production .
B. Gas y,·orks liquids, recovery and by-product phenol~
C. Reco,·ery of phenol from a wide variety of solutions
IV.
V.
\'1.
\'II.

Chemical Processes with Liquid-Liquid Contacting
A. Nitration
{Here the \"alue of countercurrent operlltionl'l may be
B. Sulfonation questioned be<"ause of the danger of over-reaction
Vitamins and Antibiotics
\'t-getable Oil Refining
Fi11Cher-Tropsch Synthesis of Licauid FuelM
Reparation of water-soluble hy-product!<
Separation of oil-Moluble oxy.,;enated by-products

-~-

B.

Morello, v. S. and N. Poffenberger: Commercial Extraction
Equipment, Ind. Eng. Chem., ~. 1021 (1950).

-8-

-Separation by Maes Transfer
Mass transfer is the movement or one or more ooaponents between phases in an operat1on< 6

>.

Examples

or

mass transfer are the absorption of a Tolatile component

from a vapor ·phase, the

~parat1on o~

volatile components

of a liquid by distillation, and the extraction of a component of a liquid from a solution by a solTent.
Di~fusion

In 11qu1d-11qu1d extraction the

Process.

1mm1sc1ble liquids are brought into contact in order to
cause

d1f~us1on

o£ solute from one liquid to the other

across the phase boundry< 60 >.
Molecular Diffusion.

The transport of matter on a

molecular scale through a fluid which is motionless or,
1f the fluid 1s 1n laminar flow, in a direction perpendicular

.

to the velooitJ of the fluid is called molecular
This phenomenon has been
the most
( 2)

1~ortant

or

at~died

from •Bn7 points

which are those ot

(1)

dif~sion

or

{60)

view,

Fick and

Plaxwell-Stetan.

Two-f11• Theoa.

Maae transfer data fo'r* the transport

ot solutes between two tluid phaaes are geaerally interpreted
on the basis

or

the Whitman two-film theory(66>, which

aasuaes that the total rea1atance to tranater rea1dea 1n
two stagnant

~1las,

one on each aide

or

the lnter'tace and

also that the phases are 1n equ111br1um at the
1tae1t.

1nter~ace

•

-9The other assuaptions which could be aade in the
two-film theor,y applied to l1qu1d-11qu1d extraction are:
1.

The rate or solute diffusion across the inter-

racial films, is the only controlling factor in the process.
2.

The solute passes through motionless

~ilms

only

by diffusion due to concentration gradients which act as

driving forces.
Mass Transfer Conoept.

When material is transfered

from one phase to another across an interface that separates

the two, the resistance to mass transfer 1n each phase
causes a concentration gradient 1n each(lJ).

The rate of

transfer 1n each phase 1s proportional to a driving force
(expressed in terms of a d1fterence 1n

conoent~t1on

ot

the material being tranafered from one phase to another)
and ~tertac1al area d1Y1ded by a resistance< 46 >.
The rate of tra.u•ter may be expressed as:
:

•

K A 4Cla

(1)

where:

R
g

• lb molea solute transfered par unit time,
lb moles/ ( hr) · : : .· ·
'
·
~ · '

X•

over-all aass t~afer ooett1c1ent,
1b aolea/ (•q tt) (br) unit cone d1tt

A •

total 1ntertao1al area ot contact, aq tt

AC1a • logar1tba1o aean oonoentrat1on 4itterenoe at
e1. ther end of extractor baaed on 1Dorgan1o
phase.
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It is evident that if the two concentrations are
equal, no diffusion or mass t~rer take place<49>.
the Transfer Unit.

In order to evaluate continuous

extraction equipment, there is a standard to which the

equipment may be compared.
as a •number

or

This quantity has been defined

transfer units, ·• N, expressed in terms of

concentration change to be effected in either flu1d stream
per unit of concentration causing the change(ll,l 2 ). In
equation form the transfer unit can be expressed as:

N=f71

4Y

(2)

y - Y*

72

where:
N

number ot •••• transfer

a

~t,

dimensionless

Y • concentration of solute 1n extract phase
which is 1n equilibrium with concentration
or 801ute 1n rart~te phase, ao~e ~action
Y* • concentration of solute 1n one phase, aole

traction

y

•

1

concentration ot eolute in the extract phase
at the teed end ot the coluan, •ole traction

7 2 • concentration of solute in the ratr1Date
phase at the aolvent end ot the column,
mole traction.
which

has
H. T.

height transfer

u.

This 1s the actual he1ght of a colu.n

~1t

d~Ylded

b7

-11-

the number of transfer units.

It may be expressed as:

H.T.U.

(J)

where:
H.T.U.

• height of a transfer unit, ft

= height

H

N •

of column,

rt

number or theoretical transfer units,
dimensionless.

From the value

or

H.T.u., column efficiency

can be

oaloulated.
Height Equivalent to a Theoretical Stage.

The per-

formance of any of the continuous-contact devices may be
described

~

terms of the number of theoretical stages to

wh1oh it is equ1Yalent.

Height equivalent to a theoretical

stage H.E.T.s. is the actual height
d1T1ded by number

or

etages<ss>.

or

the extractor column

This 1s analogous to

H.T.U. but 1s use4 tor stagewiae extraction, while H.T.U.
is used tor continuous counterourrant extraction.
E%tract1on Stage.

A stage is a mechanical devioe or

ser1ea ot devices wherein the solution to be separated

aa~)

an 1mm1so1ble solYent are intimately mixed, allowed to
approach equ111br1ua, and then settled or separated Lnto
two 1ma1ec1ble 11qu14 phase• which are then w1thdraw.n(S).
IItraot

and BattlDate.

The extract in 11qui.4-11Qu1d

extraction reter• to that streaa leaY1ng the

•taae

conta1na the greater oonoentrat1on ot the •olvent.

whioh
Ratt~te

-12-

is that

stre~

leaving the stage wh1ch contains the greater

concentration of the feed liquid and the smaller concentration of the solvent(59>.
Distribution.

If a liquid is soluble in two different

liquids whioh .. do not mix with

e~:toh

other and an excess of

solute is added to the two liquids in contact, each becomes
saturated and the concentration in the two immiscible solutions will be different, depending on the relative solubilities at a given temperature.

The solute will distribute .

itself between the two solvents until equilibrium is reached,
and the rate of passage of molecules across the surface
between the two liquids is the same from the first solvent
to the second as it is from second solvent to the first.

This ratio of concentration in the two solutions is known
as the distribution ratio or distribution coeffio1ent(l5).
It may be stated as:
( 4)

Kc •
where:
= distribution coefficient, dimensionless

= solute

concentration in first liquid phase,
mole :fraction

= solute

oonoantrat1on in second liquid phase,

mo1e fraction.

-13Distribution
Acetone-Water.

~or

the System Carbon Tetrachloride.

A typical example of distribution is

given by Buobanan( 9 ).

Table II shows the equilibrium

distribution of acetone between carbon tetrachloride and
water at

vari~us

temperature.

Figure 1 shows the plot of

distribution of aoetone between the two pbasea.
Equilibrium Phase Diagram.
regarded as composed

or

A ternary system may be

three binary systems.

The most oommon type of ternary-phase diagram is that
for which two of the binary systems are oompletely miscible
liquids and the third binary system is one in which the
liquids are only partially miscible(?).

The phase diagram

for such a ternary system is shown in Figure ·2, · wh1ch represents the data for acetone-carbon tetrachloride-water
system at JO °C is the equilateral tr~angle phase diagram
customarily used.

The right triangle phase diagram on

rectangular coordinates are also uaed.

Equilibrium data

for many binary and ternary systems are available in ltHe- 11 t-

erat ure

(61,62)

•

Seleot1y1tx.

The solvent is said to be selective

for that oomponent of the feed which occurs in the
ratio in the extract than in the

1s selective for the solute by

~eed.

greate~

That 1a, the solvent

de~1n1t1on.

The selectivity

of any solvent, s, for any solute, A, is given by the follow-

ing equat1on<a>:

-14TABLE II

Equilibrium Distribution

o~

Acetone Between

Carbon Tetrachloride and Aqueous Phase

Et.JUI LIBRI U~l l)ISTRIBUTION OF AcETONE BETWEJo:\"
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE AND AQUEOUS PHASES

T A BLF. I r.-

TPmp.,

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
20 . 8
20.8
20 . 8
4

....4

° C.

Acetone-CCI.
Wt. %
0 . 80
3.95
4 . 60
13.90
16.50
24 . 20
33 . 30
39 . 60
47.20
51.90
59 . 04
2 . 10
6.20
13 . 80
2.21
4.90
9.00
13.80

Pha~e.

Acetone- Water
Phase, Wt. %
3 . 35
10.30
11 . 50
22.30
24.40
30.40
35 . 80
40 . 20
46 . 00
49 . 80
59.04 Plait point
6.90
14 . 30
22.50
9.50
14 . 90
20.60
25.30

Buchanan, B. H.: L1qu1d-L1qu1d E~u1libr1um Data for the
System Carbon Tetrachloride-Acetone-Water, Ind. Eng.
Chem., ~' 2449 (1952).
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:
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Figure 1. Distribution of Aoetone Between Carbon
Tetrachloride and Water With Temperature.

luohanan, B. H.: Liquid-Liquid Equilibrium Data for the
System Carbon Tetrachloride-Acetone-Water, Ind. Eng.
Chem., 44, 2450 (1952).
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Figure 2. Equilateral Phase Diagram !"or AcetoneCarbon Tetraoh1or1de-Water at JO oc.

Buchanan, B. H.: Liquid-Liquid Equilibrium Data for the
System Carbon Tetrach1or1de-Acetone-Water, Ind. Eng.
Chem., ~. 2449 (1952).
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. (S)

where:
seleot1Y1ty
XAS •

ooe~t1c1ent,

dimensionless

concentration o~ solute 1n extract phase,
weight traction
concentration o~ carrier eolYent in extract
phase, weight traction

X

AC

•

Xcc •

concentration o~ solute
weight fraction
concentration

~

raft1nate phase,

carrier solYent in raft1nate
phase, weight traction.
o~

For extraction to take place

~

the desired direction,

the selectivity coef~ic1ent must be greater than un1ty(SB>.
D1st111at1on 4Palo8l•

Liquid-liquid extraction pro-

cesses may be aa1d to be parallel to the processes ot d1at1l.lat1on which are generally more familiar.

The analog

between the two methods ot separation has been pointed o•t
by

Pandall and Longtin ( 41 ).

a1xture

or

In 41at1llat1on processee, a

two 1.1qu1ds 1s separated, b7 the add1t1on

heat to tora two pha•es, one 11qu1d and one vapor.

or
In ex-

traction, two 11qu14 pha•ea are toraed b7 the a441t1on ot
an 1111l1aoible eolYent.

situation.

Table III indicates the analogous

-18-

TABLE III

Extraot1on-D1st1llat1on AnalogY

fll Ill 0 • _. CoaditioD in ExtractioD

............
''R'

a

ol8DiftDt

salol8DiftDt

•
ut....,....t.or
... S2l d ., 801atioa•turated with eolvent
M S2l rWa IOlatioo CODtaininc more 1101_.. .... tMt required to Mturate it
..., .... b.r mlatioo, containing 1eM 1101_.. . . . tMt required to Mturate it
. , S2l b.r dation ·· turated with 1101-

.,..

· Wis .. liquid minure
I
tltiQ
I

=

I ol t

I

ctf;ure

DiltiillatioaArhll'
Additioa ol bed
ReboiJer
Removal of beat
Condenaer
Vapor at t.be boiliac .,..._
Superheated ftpGI'
Liquid below

the...._ flllll&

Liquid at the boi1iDc paW

Mixture of liquid aad . . . .
Relatift wlat.iJity
CbaDp of Jll' B LN

Treybal, R. E.: •Liquid Extraction,• p. 126, MoGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc., New York, N. Y., 1951.

-19C1assif1oat1op g! Processes
Extraction operation aay be classified:
solvent systems, and

(2)

by

(1)

b7

flowsheets.

Class1f1cat1on of Extraction Operation bY Solvent
Sxstea.

The types of system encountered in 11qu1d-11qu1d

extraction are classified according to the number of components present, the nature of the solvent system and
the physical arrangement of the apparatus employed.

conve~ent class1f1eat1on is the
I.

II.

III.

A

fo1low1ng(5?):

Single SolTent Systems, ~eluding all those which
consist or, or which may be reduced to . the
equiYalent of three components: the two to be
separated, and the solvent.

A.

Stagewise contact

B.

Continuous contact

Mixed SolYents, arrangements employing a solvent
solution consisting or at least two components.
A.

Stagew1ae contact

B.

Continuous contact

Double Sol-.enta (t-ractional extraction), &rMUlgeaents where the mixture to be separated 1s 41atr1buted between two 1mm1so1ble solYente. The
B7Btea contains at 1eaat four components.

A.

Stagew1se contact

B.

Continuous contact

C1ass1t10ft1op ot Extraction Operation bx Flo•eheets.

The operation of extraction may be brought about Ln several
fashions, depending upon the arrangement ot the

stage•( 2 ~>.
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I.

S1Dg1e contact

II.

Multiple Contact

A.

B.

Co current
1.

Multistage

2.

D1f~erent1al

Continuous Countercurrent
1.

With Reflux

2.

Without Reflux

SLngle Contact.

Single contact 1s the simplest type

of extraction, which is most

~requently

used

~

the labora-

tory and 1s applicable to both single and double-solvent
operation.

The reed and solvent 1s brought together for a

single contact.

The extract is separated and the process

repeated if necessary with a fresh charge

o~

aolYent.

The

.-ount of solute that oan be extracted is lim1 ted w 1 th the
amount of solvent oharsed(S 2 >. The schematic diagram ot
th1a process 1s show.n in Pigure ).

Multiple Contact, Coourrent.

Referring to Figure 4, a

multiple oontaot ooourrent process ·:!1nvd1ve.s · ' · introducing

the teed

oont~uoual7

into a ser1e• ot mixing vessel• follow-

ed b7 phase separators (settler•); tresh solvent 1a

~tro

duoed into each alxer, and the extraot phase 1a •1thdraw.n
trom each settler.

The rattLD&te from the latter passes
(10)
on as teed into the next etaae
• If a aut~1c1ent nuaber

-21-

EXTRACT
E

J

Figure 3· ·

S~le

Contact Extraction

Bull, F. w. and G. J. Co11: Graph1oal Methods as Applied
to Extraction Problems, Va. Poly. Inst.l Blacksburg,
Va., Engr. Exp. Sta. Bull., Mo ?2 (19491•
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FEED
Rt

Figure 4.

Co-current Multiple Contact Extraction

Bull, F. W. and G. J. Coli: Graphical Methods as Applied
to Extraction Prob1ems, Va. Po1y. Inst.! Blacksburg,
Va., Engr. Exp. Sta. Bull., No 72 (1949J.

-2:8of atages are used together with aurticient

~olvent,

the rarfinate oan be stripped or eo lute to a high ··degree,
but the aolvent usage 1a excessive and the extract composition consequently low.

This process, which is now

little used, would normally be confined to single-solvent
operation.
Continuous Countercurrent Extraction.A dontinuous
Co~tercurrent

extraction process which is applicable only

to single-solvent systems, may be carried out in
mixer-settler cascade or a

counterou~rent

column.

e1the~

a

The feed

and solvent are introduced at the two ends of the cascade

or tower, wh11e the ratrinate and extract are withdrawn at
the opposite ends respectively.

Consequently, the outgoing

extract is brought into contact with fresh feed containing
the highest concentration

or

solute, and the desired degree

of extraction is obtained with the a1n1mum solvent oonsumption(4o).

An example or flow arrangement tor continuous

cotmtercurrent extz-act1on 1s shown 1n Figure

s.

Continuous Countercurrent Fraotiogal Extraotigp.
In the oonttnuoua countercurrent extraction, the outgoing
extract is brought tnto contact with fresh teed, and the
highest possible concentration

o~

solute obtainable corres-

ponds to equilibrium with the teed.

It higher concentrations

are required it 1s therefore necessary to use extract reflux
Por thia purpose, the extractor is extended beyond the read

(4?)

•

-24-

2

Figure .5·

••

...

4

Continuous Countercurrent Extraction

Bull, F. w. and G. J. Coli: Graphical Methods as Applied
to Extraction Problems, Va. Poly. Inst., Blacksburg, Va.,
Engr. Exp. Sta. Bull., No 72 (1949).

-25po1nt and a portion of

th~

extract phase, after removal

of the solvent, is returned to the extractor as reflux.
Similarly, raffinate

re~lux

is provided by saturating the

ingo1ng fresh solvent with part of the outgoing
although

i~

raff~ate,

this is not dane saturation will occur anyway

within the extractor (internal reflux).
The use of reflux for better separation of the feed
into extract and raffinate necessitate the use of larger
quantities of solvent, and also larger heat consumption to
separate solvent and extract.

The advantage of

us~

re-

flux is the fact that it is possible to obtain the same
degree of separation with a moderately or only poorly selective solvent as with a highly selective solvent.
The following limitations are to be imposed on the
use of reflux(lO):
1.

the reflux returning to the column must
not result ~ a completely miscible
system at either end of the extraction
unit

2.

reflux should have a different density than
either the extract or raff1nate layer.

This process oan be carried out either
settler cascade or

~

a

col~.

~

a mixer-

The use of extract and

raff1nate reflux single-solvent system is entirely analogous to the case of continuous distillation(S 2 >.

A schematic

representation of the method of extraction with reflux is
shown in Figure 6.
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RArriiiAT I

Rl rLUX

t----.,...RAPriiiATI PRODUCT
(SAT'D WITM SOLVENT)

...,,....

SOLVENT

SECTION

.,.__ _,UIISATUIIAT&D
rEED
&NN~

KC11011

SOLVE liT

EXTRACT REFLUX
·!)(TRACT PRODUCT
WITH SOLVEIITl

(SAT'D

Figure 6.

Liquid-Liquid Extractor with Extraot
and Baft1nate Reflux

Bull, F. W. and G. J. Coli: Graphical Methods as Applied
to Extraction Problems, Va. Poly. Inst., Blaokaburg, Va.,
Engr. Exp. Sta. Bull., No ?2 ( 1949).

-2?Calculation Methods
~ethods

of calculating the number of theoretical

stages required to achieve a certain degree of extraction
are:

(1)

algebraic and

Algebraic Method.

(2)

graphical.

The algebraic method of calcula-

tion for multistage extraction system has been developed< 64 • 28 >.
This mathematical relations are based on material balances
and are entirely general Ln appl1cab111ty.
The basic principles of calculation methods tor extraction are similar to those for distillation and absorption.

Extraction operations, however, always involve, in

most practical oases at least, a ternary system and partly
m1sc1ble solvents.

Consequently, simplifying assumptions

otten valid for distillation and absorption, such as constant mo1al · overflow or constant gas-liquid ratio, are
rarely so in extraction (.1•§.•, the operating line 1s curYed},
and the more complex general procedures are usually required.

Because ot difficulty Ln application of the algebraic
methods,

~ph1oal

methods using the principle ot these

ideas have come into prominence.
Graphical Method. The graphical methods

or

calculat-

ing the number ot theoretical stages required to achieve a
oerta1n degree

o~

extraction are based upon

(1)

the reo-

-28-

tangular solvent content-concentration (Ponchon) diagram(34>, (2) the ·triangular phase d1agram( 29), or
(J)

the rectangular equ111br1um-d1st~1bution diagram

(Varteress1an and Fenske).

These •ethods are covered by

Brown<?>, Perry( 22 >, and Bull and Col1(lO).
The Ponohon method is the most generally convenient
for countercurrent operations.

Each

may be adopted to the calculation

or

o~

any

the aboTe procedure

or

the possible

operating methods.
Graphical methods not only simplify the calculations
and thereby reduce errors but also 1nd1cate more clearly
the Tariables

~volved

and their effect on the operation.

The graphical method is simply a graphical representation

ot the material balances and the equilibrium data.

-29Liquid-Liquid Extraction Equipment
The development of extraction as a leading unit
operation has naturally led to intensive research on and
development

o~

Power.

equipment used for the process.

All phy-sical separation processes essentially

are those in which power is expended to make a separation,
as discussed in detail, and particularly, as to theory, by
(1)
Benedict
• One of the many processes by which the power
may be expended tor physical separation is 11quid-liquid
extraction process.

In extraction operation, the power

expended is largely the heat required to recover the
solTent(J?) • .
Equilibrium.
by phase equilibria

All extraction processes are limited
o~

the system as to the amount of ex-

traction that oan be accomplished in a single equilibrium
contact.

Most actual processes require contacting in

several equilibrium stages.

Generally, this 1s done moat

efficiently by countercurrent operation.

The majority or

commercial extraction processes therefore use continuous
oountercu~~ent

flow of solvent and teed through a number

ot contacting stages.

In addition, the process to be feas-

ible must operate throughout in the

ot the system 1n question.
vision

fo~

reg1ob ~·r

immiscibility

Thus while there must be pro-

adequate mixing and contact ot the liquids in

-JOeach stage for the required mass transfer to take place,
there must also be provision
after contact and

~or

the mixture to settle

separate into immiscible phases which

may then flow on to their respective next stages( 2 4).

Any stage or extractor consists essentially of a mixer
and a settler and many different designs have been used
for accomplishing this
Costs.

~ction.

The major costs for

operat~g

unit are result as a consequence of the

an extractor

~ollowing(J?):

1.

The power (heat) to separate the solvent
from the extract and raffinate

2.

Solvent 1oss

J.

Capital and labor charges of the distilLation equipment

4.

Capital, labor and power for extraction
equipment.

The prime consideration in the design

o~

an extractor gen-

erally is given to one which will give more ease in operating and has less maintenance trouble.

Commercial extrac-

tion equipment has not been generally standardized.

Extractors

have been developed over a period of years as each was found
best suitable for a particular situation.
Classification of Contacting Equipment.

The extraction

equipment is classified by a scheme 1n which the oontactors
are first divided broad1y into

(1)

differential-contact

types, 1n which the composition of the phases changes oontin-

-31uously, or approximately so, and

(2)

stagewis~

types,

which comprise a direct number of stafes in each of
which mixing is followed by phase separation.

The differ-

ential types are subdivided into

(1)

gravity _separated types and

mechanical types, and

(2)

the latter further subdivided into
\

and

(2)

non-mechanical

(1)

centrifugally-separated types.

gravity separated
The extraction

equipment is listed Ln Table IV in the order of the above
classification.

-32TABLE IV
Class1t1cat1on 2! E%traot1on Equipment

I.

Differential-Contact Type
A.

Non-mechanica+ gravity separated columns
1.
2.
).

B.

Meohan1oal gravity separated
1.

2.
).
4.

II.

Spray column
Baffle plate column
Packed column

Rotary annular column
Rotary disc (Reman) column
Multistage mixer column
Oscillatory plate column
Pulsed column
Podb1elniak extractor

S.
6.
Stagew1se Contaotors
A.

Non-mechanical plate columns

1.
2.

B.

Perforated plate column
Bubble-cap column

Mixer-settlers
1.

2.
3•
4.

S·

6.
1·

8.

9.
10.
11.

Scheibel column

K1ersted pump-settler column
Sohoneborn coluam
McConnell oontactor
Luwesta oontaotor
Van D1jck oontaotor
Mena1ng oontaotor
Bdeleanu contact or
Puap-settler oontaotor
Gordon-Zeigler oontactor
Holley-Mott contactor
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Description of Extractors
In the followLng · seotions, the extractors are described in the order of their classification shown in
Table IV.
Differential-contact Extractors
Differential-contact extractors are those in which
the aomposition of phases changes continuously.
ential types are subdivided into
vity-separated, and

(1)

The differ-

non-mechanical gra-

(2) mechanical gravity separated.

Non-mechanical Gravity-Separated Columns.

Non-mech-

anical gravity-separated columns represent the simplest
class of contactors available for liquid-liquid extraction.
On the one hand, they are cheap in first cost and maLnte-

nance is negligible, provided they do not require to be
dismantled for cleaning at frequent intervals.

On the

other hand, although they occupy a small floor area, they
are relatively low in efficiency and are most suitable
for duty where the number of theoretical stages required
1 s not large •

SpraY Colnm.

The spray column, the simplest type

of contactor known, consists essentially of a vertical
column filled with one of the phases, through which the
other phase is

separated~

the form of fine droplets( 65>.

A number of full-scale columns of this type have been

built, although their low performance, corresponding to
about one to two theoretical stages in a height or some
20 to 50 teet, has lately

res~lted ~

their being dis-

placed by more efficient types.
The low performance of spray columns 1s due to reo1rculat1on or the continuous phase induced by the flow
of the dispersed droplets.

As a result, the flows are

effectively cocurrent rather than countercurrent, with
the continuous phase passing through the column 1n the
same direction as the

d1spe~sed

droplets and a return

flow of the former along the column wall

1~

the other

direot1on.
In the des 1gn . shown 1n Figure 7 the expanded and
pieces described by Elgin{j) are used.

These g1Ye the

advantage of an increased throughput, although there

~WB

no record, up to recently, of this design haYing been used
oommerciall7(37!
Battle-plate Column.

The battle-plate oolumn cona1•ta

ot Yert1cal towers proY1ded with battle to direct the tlow
of diaper8ed phase trom side to aide aa ahoMn 1n Figure

8.

This type ot extraotor has been used exte.naiYe~y tor acetic
acid recoYery

(26)

•

Although the eff1o1enoy per plate 1e

only some S to 10 per cent, a •mall baffle spacing of the
order of three to six 1nohes is nor.ally used and a
ably efficient de•1gn ls obtainable.

rea•on~
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Lioht layer aut

Heavy layer in

...,.,..

Av. net flow down •
Fluid in reverse flow
Total flow down
column

Figure 7•

Simplified Drawing of Spray Co1umn Extractor

Morello, V. s. and N. Pof~enberger: Commercial Extraction Equipment, Ind. Eng. Chem., 42, 1021 (1950).
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-37Packed Coluum,

The packed column, which ranks next

to the spray column is ·simplicity of construction, comprises an empty vertical shell 1n which is dumped random
packing,

~.g.,

Raschig rings.

The packing acts as a baffle,

reducin~

recirculation of the continuous phase, and also

·promoting coalescence and redispersion of the dispersed
phase.

The packed column has a lower throughput than the

spray column, so that the diameter is greater although the

H.E.T.s. is much reduced.

Its main disadvantage is that

the efficiency decreases with increasing diameter, largely
ow~g

an economic grounds, of increasing

to the necessity,

the packing size.

However, packed columns are widely used

for lubricating oil refining and in many cases have displaced the m1xer-settler( 65>.

A typical packed coluMn is

shown schematically in Figure 9.
Mechan1ca1 GravitY-Separated Columns
With non-mechaniea1 columns the energy available for
break-down of the dispersed phase against the surface
forces 1s limited to the potential energy at entry, and
hence to the difference in density of the phases.

The

degree of dispersion, and consequently the performance,
oan therefore be considerably enhanced by the
'

o~

a comparatively

energy.

exp~nd1ture

-...~

sma _ ~

amount of additional mechanical

This is generally introduced by means of a central

H/torfy ~~~...-......

liquid

Figure 9.

Packed Extraction Column

Treybal, B. E.: •Mass-trans~er Operations,• P• 374
McGraw-H111 Book Co., Ino., New York, N. Y., 1955.

-39rotating shaft carryLng impellers, although in

a reciprocating motion ·is

used~

s~me

oases

Such contactors have ·the

disadvantage that maintenance costs are Lncreased, particularly when handling corrosive liquids.
Rotary Annular Column.

A rotary annular oontaotor,

·shown in Figure 10, consists of a column in which a central
cylindrical member is rotated at high speed.

A pattern

of vortex pairs is set up in the annulus and the resulting
shear breaks down the dispersed phase into very small droplets.

A high efficiency and correspondingly low H.E.T.S.

is consequently obtainable in the smaller sizes.

With the large sizes of column, the efficiency diminishes, particularly if the annulus width is increased.
The number of theoretical stages obtainable is limited by
mechanical considerations in all but the smallest sizes
in spite of the high efficiency, unless 1nternal bearings

· are used •
. Botary Disc (Heman) Col.ump.
a disc-type baffle-plate column

~

This oontaotor comprises
which the discs are ro-

tated at high speed by a common shaft.

A vortex 1s set up,

but since the vortices are constrained between the annular
baffles, longitudinal mixing is reduced and the performance
does not fall so rapidly with increase in diameter.

This

contactor has been built in comparatively large diameters
for the solvent treatment of lubricating oils, and would
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Figure 10.

Pratt, H. R. C.:

Botary Annu1ar Column

Liquid-Liquid Extraction 1n Theory
and Practice, The Ind. Chemist, JQ, 47? (1954).

-41appear most suitable for applications in whioh a

la~ge

throughput 1s required with moderate number of stages.
Beman( 42 > studied the influence o~ var1ab1es in
the operation ot such a oo1umn.

The followings are his

findings:
1.

Rotor speed. The capacity decreases with in-

creasing rotor speed; the

e~~icienoy

(stages/tt. oontactor

height) increases with increasing rotor speed.
2.

Diameter ot Rotor Discs. The capacity decreases

and the efficiency

~creases

with increasing diameter of

the rotor disc.

J.

Diameter of Opening in Stator Rings •

creasing diameter of the opening 1n the

st~tor

.With in-

discs the

capacity increases, and the eft1c1ency increases.

4.

Height ot Compartment.

The capacity increases

with increasing height of compartment.

The efficiency is

practically constant tor small compartment heights, but
it decreases _tor increasing compartment heights.

5·

Diameter

rotor disc/ diameter
influence on

6.

speo1~io

or
or

Shell.

At constant (diameter

column), column diameter has little

load and efficiency.

Sp§c1t1c Load.

In general the efficiency in-

creases somewhat with 1noreas1ng

7·

Phase aatto.

rate at constant
eft1c1enoy.

o~

speci~1o

load.

An increase of dispersed flow

cont~uous

flow rate leads to a higher

-42The schematic

di~ram

of a rotating-disc column

is show.n in Figure 11.
Multistage Mixer-Colwmn.

This column, shown 1n

Figure 12 was reported by 01dshue and Rushton(JS) to
have been used for a number of applications during the
recent war.

In the original literature, the only perfor-

mance data available is of those workers using a six

~ch

diameter laboratory column.
Oscillating Plate Column.
by Van Dijck(l

This contactor

~troduoed

6 ) and shown in F1.gure 13 consists essentially

of a perforated p:hate

co~umn,

wi.thout down comers or · ri-sers

for the continuous phase, Ln wh1.oh the plates are oscillated
by a

sui.table

reci.procat~g

mechanism.

By this means the

dispersed phase droplets are broken down to very small
sizes and a high performance is obtained.

However, this

oontactor 1s Lnferior mechanically to the pulsed column
which is described below and is little used.
Pulsed Colump.

As an alternat1Te to the oscillatLng

plate column, Van D1Jck

( ].6)

also patented a column which

consisted essentially of a perforated plate tower 1n which
provision was made for the plates to be reciprocated vertically, although it was claimed that the plate could be
stationary while the liquid 1n the column was pulsed.
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Drew, T. B. and J. w. Hoopes, Jr.: •Advances in Chem1ca1
Engineering,• p. 315, Academic Press Ino., Pub11shers,
New York, N. Y., 1st Volume (1956).
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Figure 13.

Osc11lat1ng Plate Column

Pratt, H. R. C.: L1qu1d-L1qu1d Extraction 1n Theory and
Practice, The Ind. Chemist, JQ, 477 (1954).

-46The latter method of operation is now considered
pre~erable,

and it is along these 11nes that modern

ievelopments in pulsed. columns have progressed.
Early work with pulsed column was carried out using
n.ormal types of random pack1ngs, but a tendency was found
for these to orientate under condition of prolonged pulsing.
~nd

They have therefore been replaced by sieve plates
other forms of regular packing.

Pulsing has been car-

ried out by means of valveless pulse pumps and also by an
electronic oscillator unit and transducer operating a
diaphragm on the column base<5 4
Air

Puls~g.

>.

A new method of air pulsing which elim-

inates the diaphragm, and other moving parts . in the liquid
is described by Thornton(5
ly

compress~g

4 >.

This consists in alternate-

and expanding the air above a dip-tube whiob

is open at the bottom and passes down the entire length of
the column, either internally or externally.

The advantage

of the air pulsed column is given that it is most suitab1e
under corrosive or radioactive conditions 1n spite of the
higher power cost.

The arrangement of an externally air

pulsed packed column is shown in schematic diagram Figure 14.
A mechanically pulsed, perforated plate column is shown 1n
Figure 15.
Application o'f Pulsed Colump.

Pulsed oo1umns have

extensively been used 1n extraction of radioactive materials,

-4?-
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Drew, T. B. and J. w. Hoopes, Jr.: •Advances in Chemical
Engineer~.· p. 317, Academic Press Inc., Publishers,
New York, N. Y., 1st Vo1ume (1956).
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Engineering,• p. 317, Academic Press Inc., Publishers,
New York, N. Y., 1st Volume (1956).

-49where these oo1umns have had their principal utility.

The

low H.E.T.S. may mean easier and lese costly shielding(l?).
Advantages of Pulsed Column.
tages of pulsed columns are

(1)

The principal advanlower stage heights are

obtainable than with conventional packed towers due to a
higher degree of dispersion and turbulence, leading to a
reduction 1n column height.

This is of great advantage

when the processes are radioactive since as it was mention-

ed shielding costs will also be reduced.

(2)

Great oper-

ational flexibility is obtained since the pulse characteristics can be varied externally to the column.

(J)

-Sat-

isfactory operation is obtained with a comparatively small
density difference between the phases.

(4)

Scaling up

in diameter is comparatively simple since channelling is
reduced to minimum and each plate

~otions

as a redia-

tributor.

Disadvantages

or

Pulsed Colug.

the main disadvantages are
tendency toward
to the number

or

(1)

emulsi~ioation.

On the other hand

Pulsing increases the
(2)

There 1s a 11m1t

theoretical stages that can be achieved

by increasing the pglse energy.

As the pulse amplitude

increasea, deterioration of true countercurrent flow seta
1n due to baok-m1x1ng and this results
heights.

~

larger stage

On the other hand, i t large heights or liquid

-so-.
are pulsed at rapid rates, the pressure at the pulse
anit may become less than the vapor pressure or the
prooes·s ed liquor, in :Which ease cavitation will result.
This effect, however, cannot happen with the air-pulsed
column since the arrangement 1s self
Podb1e1n1ak Extractor.

compensat~g.

The only extractor of this

type proposed to date is that of Podb1eln1ak(5
1n Figure

16.

6 ), shown

per~orated

The rotor comprises a long

ribbon coiled 1nto a spiral, forming with the casing an
extended narrow rectangular passage.

The counter-flow-

ing liquid phases enter through shaft seals and thence
into the opposite ends of the rotor, where mixing and

phase separation take place repeatedly under the influ-

ence of the oentr1fuga1 field.
This oontactor has a high capacity for its size and
a

low holdup.

It will also handle systems

or

very low

density difference and materials which tend to emulsify.
The main disadvantages are the somewhat high first cost
and the necessity for maintenance
though the latter is minimized
ially designed tor ease

o~

~

or

the

sha~t

seals, al-

the use of seals spec-

replacement.

This extractor

has found considerable app11oat1on 1n the antibiotics field
where its low residence time, ot the
has proved Taluable in the handling

order~raseoond
o~

only, ·

unstable materials.
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Treyba1, R. E.:

Podb1eln1ak Centrifugal Extractor

•Mass-Transfer Operations,• p. )82

McGraw-H111 Book Co., New York, N. Y., \1955).

-52Stagewise Contactors
Stagewise Contactors are those which comprise a
discrete number of stages in each

o~

ed by phase separation takes place.
are subdivided into two classes:
plate columns, and

{2)

which mixing followStagewise Contactors

{1)

non-mechanical

mixer-settlers.

Non-Mechanical Plate Columns.

Contactors of this

type are closely related to the differential-contact nonmechanical columns, but differ 1.n that they contain a
number of plates, beneath or above which the dispersed
phase coalesces and is red1spersed.

In all cases the

settling is necessarily countercurrent, and the phase
ratio

~

the mixing compartment is a function of the overall

flow ratio.
Perforated Plate Column.

This contactor consists

in effect of a series of short spray columns arranged
one above the other.

By this means longitudinal mixing

is practioally eliminated, resulting in an improved efficiency.

A further improvement results from the trans-

fer which takes p1ace dur~ repeated droplet formation
and coalescence< 53 • 32 •3l).
Various designs

o~

a perforated plate oo1umn have

been proposed of which the one shown
typical.

~

Figure 17 is

Light liquid passes through the perforations,
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Treybal, B. E.: •Mass-Trans~er Operations,• p. )77
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., (1955).

-54and the bubbles rise through the heavy oont1nuous phase
and coalesces into a layer wh1oh accumulates beneath each
plate.

The heavy liquid flows across each plate through

the rising droplets and passes through the downspouts to
the plate below.
Various other designs have also been suggested<s>.

A combination of the packed and perforated plate column
is also used, particularly in the petroleum industry for
the large scale treatment of
Bubble-Cap Column.

lubr1oat~g

oil.

Several workers< 4 3• 44 >
.

'

have

reported that the efficiency of the conventional bubble-

cap column for 11qu1d-11qu1d extraction is comparatively
low, although a number of patents have been ·g ranted which
claim improvements( 2 3• 18 >.

It is reported()?) that no

commercial appl.ioations of this contactor have been traced.
Mixer-Settlers.

Mixer-settlers contactors offer

more scope than the foregoLng types for variations in
mechanical detail, and the number of

des~s

been proposed 1s correspondingly large.

which have

Vertical mixer-

settlers are particularly advantageous in small and med-

ium sizes since they are compact and occupy a small floor
area.
Horizontal contactors, on the other hand, occupy a
larger floor area, although this is minimized to some extent

~

the Van Dijck design of horizontal co1umn.

-55Scheibel Column.
~igure

~ge

( 48 50)
'

, as shown in

18 comprises a vertical column with a central shaft

~arrying
~hich

The scheibel column

a number of mixing paddles, alternating between

are short separating sections containing a high-void-

packing.

This contaotor which is a transition type

between differential columns and mixer-settlers, has the
iisadvantage that the stage height increases with diameter,
and hence with throughput.

However, it is the simplest

of all mixer-settlers and is of great value for small or
ned1um scale operations, for example, in the pharmaceutical
industry.
Kiersted Pump-Settler Contactor.

In the Kiersted

pump-settler contactor(JO) external mixing pumps are used
instead of internal agitators.

The column itself therefore

consists of a number of superimposed settling chambers,
from each of which the heavy phase is drawn off by means
of an annular trough, and the light phase from below a
cone-shaped baffle, as shown in Figure 19.

If desired,

reflux can be provided by pumping the mixed phases through
heat exchangers in order to

ma~tain

a temperature gradient

throughout the contactor.
Sohoneborn Colump.

As shown

~

Figure 20, the Schoneborn

oontactor(Sl) comprises a vertical tower divided into sections by horizontal partition plates between which are
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Figure 18.

Sohe1be1 Agitated Extractor

Treybal, H. E.:
"Mass-Transfer Operations,• P• 381,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., (1955}.
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Figure 19.

Kiersted Pump-Settler Extractor

Pratt, H. B. c.: L1qu1d-L1qu1d Extraction 1n Theory
and Practice, Ind. Chemist, JQ, 479 (1954).
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Figure 20.

Sohonebor.n Column

Pratt, H. H. C.:· L1qu1d-L1qu1d Extraction 1n Theory
and Practice, Ind. Chemist, ~' 480 (1954).

-59located turbine-type mixing_ impellers driven by a common
shaft.

Separation takes place in the space around the

impeller, and baffles are provided above and below the
horizontal partitions to dam up the separated phases.
The heavy phase overflows around the shaft into the suction of the impeller below, while the light phase passes
upwards through four special riser pipes into the suction
of the impeller above.
Recirculation of the mixed or separated phases cannot take place, provided close clearances are

mainta~ed

between the upper and lower impeller inlets and the corresponding heavy and light phases ports.
McConnell Contactor.
shown in

Fi~e

In the McConnell contactor(JS)

21, the mixing chambers are located within

the settling compartments.

The light phase flows by gravity

while the heavy phase 1a pumped downwards from stage to
stage.

The phase ratio in the mixing chamber can be con-

trolled independently of the flow rates by varying the
interstage pumping rate.
Luwesta Contactor.

4

The Luwesta contactor(l ) is an adap-

tation of the centrifugal cream separator in which the
single bowl contains three stages, each consisting of a
spray disc mixer followed by a centrifugal settling chamber.
The liquids are mixed by causing them to flow through small
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Figure 21.

MoConne11 Contactor

Pratt, H. B. c.: Liquid-Liquid Extraction in Theory
and Practice, Ind. Chemist, JQ, 480, (1954).

-61openings in the shaft at each stage, as shown in Figure
22.

The heavy liquid is thrown to the periphery and

passes to the next .stage, while the light liquids are
collected at the shaft.

Speeds uo to 3,800 revolutions

per minute are used, and capacities up to 3,800 gallons
per hour are possible.
Van D11ck Contactor.

The Van Dijck contactor(

24

>,

one form of which is shown in Figure 23, comprises a nearhorizontal column-type mixer-settler in which the
paddles are attached to a common shaft.

mix~g

Perforated baffles

separate the mixing compartment from the two adjacent
settling chambers, and the latter are each sub-divided
by baffles with phase transfer ports at the top and
bottom.

The flow through ' the apparatus takes place by

gravity alone, and is therefore dependent upon the tilt
of the apparatus and the density difference between the
two phases.
Mensing Contactor.
contactor(3

As shown in Figure 24, the Mensing

6 ) comprises an outer settling chamber within

which is located a mixing compartment.

The light and

heavy phases are pumped via the Latter into the settling
chamber by means of the mixing impeller, and a recirculation pipe is also provided for the partially-separated
emulsion.
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Figure 22.

Luwesta Contaotor

Treybal, R. E.:
•Mass-Trans~er Operations,• p. 383
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., (1955).
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Figure 23.

Van D1Jck Contactor

Pratt, H. R. C.: Liquid-Liquid Extraction in Theory
and Practice, Ind. Chemist, jQ, 481, (1954).
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Figure 24.

Mensing Contaotor

Pratt, H. R. C.: L1qu1d-L1qu1d Extraction 1n Theory
and Praot1oe, Ind. Chemist, JQ, 481, (1954).

-65Edeleanu Contaotor.

The Edeleanu oontactor(l9 )which

is of early design, comprises separate mixing and settling compartments ar,ranged as shown in Figure

25.

The

heavy phase flows by gravity, while the light phase is
pumped upwards from stage to stage.
Pump-Settler Contactor.

The pump-settler is a modi-

fication of the Edeleanu contactor in which the mixing
chambers are replaced by centrifugal mixing pumps and
the settling chambers are all arranged on the same level
Figure 26.

Although the contact time is comparatively

short, high stage efficiencies can be obtained with this
contactor and the hold up is low owing to the absence of
a separate mixing chamber.
Gordon-Zeigler Contactor. In the Gordon-Zeigler
extractor,< 2 ?} shown in Figure 2?, a shrouded mixing turbine is located within the settling chamber.

The mixed

phases are discharged into the settling chamber via a
porous plate

~hich

is used to break the emulsion.

All

stages can be arranged on the same level since the 1mpeller serves also as a pump.
Holley-Matt Contaotor.

The Holley-Mott contactor<

24

)

is a development of the Edeleanu type in which the mixing
and settling chambers are connected by two or three transfer pipes, as shown in Figure 28.

A circulation is set up
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Figure

25.

Edeleanu Contactor

Pratt, H. H. C.: L1qu1d-L1qu1d Extraction 1n Theory
and Practice, Ind. Chemist, JQ, 482, (1954).
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Figure 26.

Pump-Settler Contactor

Pratt, H. B. C.: L1qu1d-L1qu1d Extraction~ Theory
and Practice, Ind. Chemist, JQ, 482, (1954).
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Figure 27.

Gordon-Zeigler Contaotor

Pratt, H. B. c.: L1qu1d-L1qu1d Extraction in Theory
and Practice, Ind. Chemist, JQ, 482, (1954).

Figure 28.

Ho11ey-Mott Contaotor

Pratt, H. B. c.: L1qu1d•L1qu1d Extraction ~Theory
and Praot1oe, Lnd. Chemist, JQ, 482, (1954).

-10as a result of

diffe~enoes

1n density between the emul-

sion in the upper halt of the mixer and the separated
light phase in the

~ettling

chamber so that the phase

ratio 1n the former oan be controlled independently.
This oontactor has been used successfully in a number of

Tery large installations,

~·&•t

1n the dephenolation of

gas liquors, and in processes for the solvent treatment

of lubricating oils.

-71III.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental section
into the following parts:

(2)

Plan

o~

(1)

Investigation,

(4)

Equipment,

o~

this thesis is divided

Purpose of Investigation,

(J)

Description of Designed

Analytical Methods for Determination of

Solubility curve and of Composition of Samples, and

(5)

Operational Procedure.
Purpose of Investigation
The purpose of this thesis was to design a liquidliquid extraction system containing:
tion column, and

(2)

(1)

a pulse extrac-

a rotating-disc oontaotor column

for non-hazardous simulated nuclear fuel

~rocess1ng.

The

system was designed such that the two columns may be operated
and

(1)

(J)

separately,

(2)

as a countercurrent system,

as a multiple contact system.

Provisions were

made to Yary the followings:
pylse Extractor
Amplitude of pulse
Frequency ot pulse
Flow rate

Rotat1ng-D1sc Contactor
Speed of rotor
Stator opening
Rotor diameter
Compartment height

-72Plan of Investigation
It was desired to design a prototype system, to
demonstrate nuclear ·fuel processing to students who are
majoring in Nuclear or Chemical Engineering.

The system

selected had to be non-hazardous, safe for operation in
the unit operations laboratory and permit good separation
in both the extraction and distillation operations to
demonstrate the unit operation of mass .transfer through
solubility differences and vapor pressure differences.
The plan for the accomplishment of work entailed in
this thesis, which was concerned with the extraction ·portion of the system was divided into four sections:
literature review,

(2)

tractor design, and

(4)

Literature Review.
sign was

condu~ed

selection of a system,

(J)

(1)
ex-

instrumentation.
Literature review for this de-

with the idea of studying the design

of various oontactLng equipment, efficiency, and the manner
in which contacting and separating was accomplished;
Selection of a System.

Water as the solvent, acetone

as the solute and carbon tetrachloride as the carrier was
selected as the system.

The extract from this system will be

employed as a feed to the distillation column in which the ·
acetone and water are separated.

The distillation products

will be used in preparing the feed for the extraction operation.

-73Extractor

Design~

From the rate of the .mass ·.-tra·n sfer

equation, Equation 1, page

9, it has been shown that ex-

traction equipment must produce a large interfacial area
and a thin film to be efficient.

Large interfacial area

and a thin film will be achieved by agitation of the liquid
inside the extractor.
Pulse Extraction.

If a rapid, reciprocating

motion of relatively short amplitude is applied to
the liquid contents of an extraction column, the
column is said to be •pulsed."

The agitation thus

provided is found to give improved extraction rates
with high efficiency and low height equivalent to
theoretical stages, HETS.

A flexible bellows, which

is in direct contact with the liquid in the bottom
of the tower, is given a reciprocating motion which
in tur.n is transmitted to the whole of the liquid
in the tower.

In operation, a

oont~uous

layer of the light

phase tends to collect below the perforated plates
and a similar layer of the heavy phase above the
plates.

The upward pulsations cause the lighter

phase to be

~orced

upward through the perforations,

the dispersed light phase then rises through the layer
of the heavy phase.

Similarly, the downward pulsation

pulls the heavy phase through the perforations
forms droplets whioh then fall down through the
light phase.

.Pulsations will be sufficiently rapid

(about 20 to 90 per minute) so that the column is
filled with a mass of droplets of each phase flowing through alternate layers of light and heavy
phases 1nterm1ttent1y, with "settling• periods,
Efficient contacting and separation will be obtained.
Rotating-Disc Extraction.

Another method em-

Ployed to obtain efficient extraction,

~s

to use a

compartmented tower, similar to a •dtso and .doughnut• baffled distillation (or absorption) column,
but 1n this application the disc rotates in each
compartment.

The diameter of the disc is smaller

than that of the

open~

in the horizontal baffle.

The light liquid enters the extractor at the bottom
and flows upwards oounterourrently to the descending
heavy liquid, which enters at the tQp.

The liquids

are dispersed and the size of the aroplets formed 1s
cont~olled

1n each compartment by the rotor speed.

Flat rotor discs and stator rings create shearing
oond1t1ons and a1d in obtaining a small spread in
droplet size.

The flow pattern of the liquid in the

compartments is such that the desired coUntercurrent
flow of the dispersed and continuous phase occur••

-75This flow of liquid consists of a rotation of a whole
liquid mass on which there 1s superimposed a slower
movement of the liquid from the shaft towards the wall
of the oontaotor in the vicinity of the rotor disc,
and from the wall back toward the shaft 1n the vio1n1ty
of the stator rings.

The energy transferred from the

rotor discs to the liquid creates a uniform turbulence
1n the liquid phase, thus obtaining high mass transfer
rates, that is, high

ef~1c1enoy.

The des1gn of the two extractor columns was
based on the above principles.

Pyrex glass ·oolumns

were specified to permit observation and complete

understanding of the principles 1nvqlved.
Instrumentation.

To permit acourate control and de-

termination of flow rates, temperatures, and other physical
constants of primary concern to a complete understanding
and quantitative 4eterm1nat1on

or

the material balances,

energy balances and eff1o1eno1es throughout the system, instruments were speo1f1ed.
and adequate data may be

Through instrumentation sufficient
obta~ned

to make quantitative cal-

culations for various experimental oondit1ons.

-?6Materials
Construction materials and items of equipment employed 1n the design of the liquid-liquid extraction
system are given in Table V, placed in an envelope at
the back of the thesis.
Eguipment
Equipment assemblies and subassemblies are given
in this section.-

It contains information concerning

selection, and assembly of the

~d1vidual

items

o~

the

extractor system.
Pulse Extraction Column.

Over-all design of this

column is shown 1n Figure 29.

Variables considered 1n

the design of this column are:
the sieve plates,

(3)

(2)

(1)

distance between

rate of pulsation 0 to 93 rpm,

amplitude of the pulse from zero to one inch.

The

detail designs of this column are described in the following sections.

Detail ot Top Construction•

The upper section

of the pulse extractor 1s a 4• x 4• x 1• reducer tee,
pyrex glass, with a length of 14 inches.
plate is a circular brass disc, having a
radius, and the

t~ckness

of 1/4 inch.

The top
3~31/32

inch

It is drill-

ed tor feed lLne, vent, and also drilled and tapped

~?-?-
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1/g-: /''
DATE i-/~8CASE
IY: 'JI?.R. ~. 4'flf/f8 Flli

CHECKED IY:
AltltROVED IY:

~,

CT:"f ,
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NO:
NO: 49()
J.//~/_rf FI&Uitl NO:
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-78for the center rod.

The top plate is connected to

the column by an aluminum flange.

The detail con-

struction of this section of the column 1s shown

1n Figure JO.
Be1low.
208?,

Brass-one ply, reference line No.

4-45/64 in. outside diameter, 3-5/8 in. inside

diameter, 14 active corrugation, maximum stroke per
active corrugation

0.097 inches.

Produced by

Bobertshaw-Fulton, Fulton Sylphon Division, Knoxville,

Tennessee.

Used to transmit reciprocating motion

to the liquid contents of the column.
Be1low Head and Bottom.

The bellow head is 1/2

inch red brass ring type, silver

so~dered

to the

bellow and properly drilled and tapped to fit the
bottom flange of the column.

The bottom end of the

bellow is a disc type red brass, 1/8 inch thick,
which is also silver soldered to the bellow.
Bellow Assemb\y and Detail Bottom Construction.
The bottom section of the column consisted of a reducer cross 4• x 4• x 1• x l" pyrex glass, 14 Lnches
long.

The center rod anchor Figure

31

and bellow head

are all connected to the co1umn by an a1um1num flange.
Two stop bars are threaded on both ends,

One end 1s

screwed to the bellow head and the other end 1s connected
to a disc type steel plate by a nut, to adjust the bellow
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EXTRACTION

PULSE
SCALE:

\/2.•:: I"

DRAWN IY: frl.,f'.
CHECKED IY:
14):1
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DATE

~/58 CASE

?. 'f/trj.ra
.

bJ. ·

FILE

,t,#~r.('F16URE
~/, y/~- S$HEET

NO:

S8

N0:4SQ
NO:
NO: \

30 ·

•t

-soto ita lower down stroke position.

Six pairs of

stop bars with different lengths has been apeo1f1ed,
with which tbe length of stroke may be varied from
zero to one inch as it desired.

The detail

constr~o

t1on is shown in Figure Jl.
Sieve Plates.

Sieve plates are circular d1so

type of 1/8 inch thickness, red brass, drilled and
tapped at center.

Each sieve plate contains 200

holes of 1/8 inch diameter.

The manner with which

the holes are drilled is shown 1n Figure 32.
Variable Speed Drive and Motor.

Graham, . mode1

200-MB?, transmission output speed zero to 93 rpm,
1 hp motor, .3 phase, 60 cycles, 220/440 vo·l t, 1750
rpm, explosion proof, drive's output torque 625 lbs
at maximum speed, 1000 lbs at 1/10 of maximum speed.
Manufactured by Graham Transmission Inc., Menomonee
Falls, Wis.

Used to turn the oam to produce reo1pro-

oatLng motion on the bellow.

Important features of

this variable speed drive and motor are show.n 1n Figurea 33 and .34.

Qy.

Cam 1s a 1/4 inch c1rcu.lar disc, steel,

t1Ye 1nch 1n diameter, drilled at a

po~t

two and

t~ee

inches rrom c1rouaferenoe, such that to tit the output shaft ot the Yar1able speed drive.
reciprocating motion to the bellow.
tion is shown in Figure )5·

Used to give

Detail construc-
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Figure JJ. . Graham Variable Speed Transmission
and Motor

Graham Variable Speed Drive, Bu1let~ 522, p.2,
Graham Transmissions Inc., Menomonee Fa1la,
Wis.

-85-

Figure J4. Graham Variable Speed Transmission,
Showing the Inside View of the Variable Drive

Graham Variable Speed Drive, Bulletin 522, p. 3,
Graham Transmission Inc., Menomonee Falls, Wis.
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-87Pillow Block.

The detail construction of the

pillow block which supports the output shaft of the
variable speed drive is shown Ln Figure
Rotating-Disc Contactor.
contactor is show.n in Figure

36.

The over-all design of this

37.

This contactor comprises

two reducer crosses J• x J• x 1" x 1" pyrex glass, each
ten inches long, and a four feet of three

~ch

pyrex glass

column connected to two crosses by aluminum flanges.
central shaft which rotates by a variable
16 rotor discs, spaced three inches apart.

s~eed dr~ve

A
supports

Doughnut shape

stators are ·supported by three monel rods which set. inside
the column.
The variables considered in the design of this column
are:

(1)

height.

the rate of rotation, and

(2)

compartment

The detail designs of this column are described

in the :following sections.
Detail Top Construction·.

The upper section of

the rotating-disc oontactor is a reducer cross

3.

X

J•

X 1• X 1n pyrex

by a f1ange.

glass, joined to the top plate

The top p1ate is a 1/4 inch red brass

ring, tapped to the required length.

A 1-1/2 ~ch .

diameter ring, with an opening of one Lnch slips

against adjacent ring.

Teflon 1s used as packing, be-

cause its wax-11ke surraoe exerts pressure agaLnst the
central shaft.

Force is supplied by movement of the gland
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-90against the ring set, consequently sealing is accomplished with low gland pressure.

The deta11 design is

shown 1n Figure 38.
Detail Bottom Construction.

The bottom section

of this oontactor is a reducer eros _:-, • x 3• x 1" x 1•
pyrex glass, connected to the bottom plate with a
flange.

Bottom plate is a 1/4 inch cirou1ar disc

drilled and tapped to fit the flange.

Shaft support

is a circular red brass with thickness of 1/2
drilled conically in which the shaft sets.

~ch,

The shaft

support is connected to the bottom plate by_ two 1/4
inch bolts.

The detail design is shown in Figure 39.

Stators and

Suppor$.

S~ators

brass of doughnut ahape with

Stators are red

~side

diameters of 2-15/16

inch ·and inside diameters of 1-15/16 tnoh and have
thickness of 1/8 inch.

3/16

in~

Stators supports are three

monel metal round bar, threaded 20-NF.

They support stators at three 1noh interval..
compartment height may be changed as desired.

The
The

detail design and construction of stators and stators
supports are shown in Figure 40.
Rotors.

Rotors are red brass ring, with the thick-

ness of 1/8 inch, and outside diameter of l.-l/2
and inside diameter

or

1/2

~ch,

supported by the central shaft.
liquid inside the column.
struot1on of the rotors.

~ch,

tapped so that can be
Used to agitate the

Figure 41 shows the con-
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-96Yariable Speed Dr1Te and Motor.

Graham model

29-MLW 2:1, transmission output speed zero to

SOO

rpm, 1 hp motor, three phase, 60 cyoles, 220/-40
volt, 3450 rpm, explosion proof, drive's output torque 12 lbs at maximwn speed, 19 lbs at 1/10 of maximum speed, output shaft vertically downward, micrometer remote control.

Manufactured by Graham Trans-

mission Inc., Menomonee Falls, Wis.

Used to rotate

the central shaft.
Over-Head Motor Support.

The detail des1gn of

the OYer-head motor support for rotating-disc

~olumn

is shown 1n Figure 42.
Columns Support.
1n Figure

35·

The oo1umns support is shown

The auppbrts for both columna are the

same.

Tapkt.

Four

SS gallon drums, ICC-5, black steel,

t1ght head, material.
doubl~seaaed

Sharon, Pa.
tract, and

head 16 gauge, shell. and botta.a,

reinforced all welded oh1me construction,

J/4• x 1-1/4• I-bar
painted black.

1n

roll.~

hoopa, interior p1a1n, exterior

Produced by United States Steel. Products,

Used as the containers tor teed, solYent, exrat~1uate.

apec1t1cat1an aa above.

One )0 gallon tank, ICC-S, with eaaae
Used as the extract oonta1ner.
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L1gu1d level Gauge Glasses.

Four liquid level gauge

glasses, code No. 624, 1/2 inch shank size, glass size

)/4 x 16 Lnohes, two· guard rods 1? inches long, working
pressure 100 pounds.
Ill.

Manuractured by Crane Co., Chicago,

Used for sighting the liquid levels in the 55-gallon

tanks.

One liquid level gauge glass, code No. 624, 1/2

inch shank size, glass size 5/8 x 12-3/4 inches, two guard
rods 14 inches long.

Manu~aotured

by the same company as

Used 1n conjunction with )0-gallon tank.

above.

Tft!Jk Backs.

General construction and design of the

tank racks are shown 1n Figure 4).

Four 14-foot sections

of )-inch angle iron were set up vertically, welded to the

bases which are bolted to the concrete floor.

I-beams are

welded orosawiee to the angle 1rona, and are cut on the
channels to ho1d I-bar rolling hoops

o~

the tanks to keep

the tanks in a stable poait1o.n.

ru.pa.

Centrifugal, explosion proof, inlet and outlet

one ~ch flanged connection, parts 1n contact with flu1d

bronz, 1/6 hp motor, 115 v, ao, 60 cy,

a~1e

Manu-

pba••·

factured by Be11 and Gossett Co., Morton Grove, Il1.

Six

pumps, used to puap teed and aolYent to the syatem and
extract,

aa

raff~te

reo1rcu1at~

fro• the eyatem to the tanka, and two

pu.ps.
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Figure 4J.

55 Gallon Drum Tank Racks
Extraction System
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Flow Recorder Controller.
cons1ets
and

(2)

or

Flow recorder controller

the following components:

(1}

flow transmitter,

receiver-recorder-controller.
Flow Transmitter.

Brooks

~otameter,

model

FV-1110-XM, glass tube type, shielded, detachable

seale calibrated 1n per oent maximum flow, interchangeable transmitter head, force balance type transmitter,
rotameter float hastelloy
packing.

c, brass fittings,

teflon

Obtained from Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator

Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Used to measure the flow

o~

acetone, water, and carbon tetrachloride 1n Tary1ng
concentration.
Beceiver-Reoorder-Controller.

Tel-O-$et recorder

controller, model 723X22N3-BJ with model 822A1B-14,
three inch chart, seale graduated from zero to 1/2
gallon per minute, manual automatic switch for transfer
of air to valve, quick-connect type controller, proportional band adjustment between two and 150 per cent,
reset rates between 0.01 and 100 repeats per mLnute.
Manutac~ared

by

Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Used 1n conjunction with the above

flow transmitter to reoord and control the tlows.
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Flow Recorder Controller ValTes.

Direct Acting Dia-

phragm Control Valve, series 800, 1/2-inoh size, cast iron
body, bronze tr1m.

Manufactured by Minneapolis Honeywell

Regulator Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Used 1n conjunction with

recorder controller instruments to regulate the flows.
Multipoint Temperature Recorder.

Multipoint Strip

Chart Eleotron1k Potentiometer Recorder, model 153X72-Pl6,
number of records 16, 4-1/2 seconds for full scale print
wheel speed, five seconds per record oycl1c printing, JO
1nohes per hour chart speed, + and number
type

o~

s~le

color

printing, ·11.5 v, 60 cy, ac, chart and scale range
~~ufactured by Minneapolis Honeywell Re-

zero to JOO °F.

gulator Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Four points are

~sed

to

record the temperature of 1ngo1ng and outgoing streams

o~

fluids.
Plow Indicator.
panel

mount~g,

Rotameter, model 1110-Lpf, flush

range zero to one gpm, hasteloy C float,

teflon packing, brass enda,

1nte~al

florescent

light~g.

Manufactured by Brooks Rotameter Co., Lansdale, Pa.
as flow

~dioator

Used

tor outgoing streams.

Pump Sw1tohee and Pilot Lights.

General purpose type

switches and flush pilot light, Bryant No. 1312, 1376, and
91042, switches T rated, double-pole, 10 amp, 125 •, brown
color, flush pilot light ?5 watts, 125 v, interchangeable
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plates bakelite un1line design, single opening •ert1oa1,
two gangs, brown color.

Obtained from Westinghouse Electric
Used as starters for the pumps.

Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Motor Line Stprter.

Two line starters, NEMA Type 1-B,

olass No. 10-lOOPO, 220/440 •, three phase, 60 oy, three

pole, two overload heater, for maximum horse power 110 v1 hp, 220 v-2 hp, sheet steel flush mounting enclosure.
Obtained from Westinghouse Electric Supply Co., St. Louis,

Mo.

Used as starter for the two motors.

Refractometer.

Dipping, Bausch and Lomb, code 48845,

with prism A for refractive 1nd1oes from 1.32 to 1.)6, metal
beakers, conversion tables, tables for test reading with
distilled water, with following prisms:
dipping prism No.

B-n0

= 1.)6

dipping prism No.

c-n0

= 1.39 to 1.4J J code 48851

dipping prism No.

D-nn • 1.43 to 1.4?, oode 48852

dipping prism No.

E-nD • 1.4? to 1.51' code 48853

dipping prism No.

F-no

to 1.40, opde 48850

= 1 •.51 to 1.54, code 488.54

aux1lary prism No. 1, for use with prism No. 488.51, 48852,
and 4885), code 48860, aux11ary prism No. 2, for use with

prism No. 48854, oode 48861, auxilary prism No. 3, for use
with prism No. 488.50, code 48862.
Apparatus Co., Chicago, Ill.
indices

or

the samples.

Obtained from Chicago

Used to obtain the

re~aot1ve
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Heating Trough.

Heating Trough, oode 48870, glass

plate 1n bottom, polished metal mirror, and 24 beakers.
Obtained from Chicago Apparatus Co., Chicago, Ill.

Used

in conjunction with dipping refractometer to control the
temperature of

th~

Thermometers.

sample liquid.

Two thermometers, code 48880, 19 to

35 °C, divided in 1/5 °C.
Co., Chicago, Ill.
liquid

~

Obtained from Chicago Apparatus

Used to measure the temperature of the

the heating trough.

Analytical Balance.

Analytical Balance, code 101?,

Ainsworth BB with M-2 damper, chainweight device, eye
level vernier, 200 grams

~

each pan capacity.

from Chicago Apparatus Co., Chicago, Ill.

Use~

Obtained
to weigh

samples.
Westphal Balance.

Specific Gravity Balance, code

1?40, modified Seko model 54.
tus Co., Chicago, Ill.

Obtained from Chicago Appara-

Used to obtain the densities ot

the samples.
Temperature Coptrol Apparatus.

Constant temperature

control apparatus-refractometer, code 71480, Temp-Trol,
precision.

Obtained from Aloe Sc1ent1f1o Division of A.

Aloe Co., St. Louis, Mo.

·s.

Used in conjunction with refracto-

meter for the constant temperature oontrol of the samplea.
Schematic Flow Diagram.

The schematic flow diagram

f'or the extractU,n •7•tem 1s shoWD 1n Figure 44.
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Figure 44. Schematic Flow Diagram of
Liquid-Liquid Extraction System
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-10?Egp1pment Plot Plan.

Plot p1an of the equipment

ot extraction proces• that are to be · set up 1n The Unit
Operation Laboratory 1s shown in Figure 45.
Instrument Panel.
th~

A semi-graphic panel represents

instrument panel for this process.

All the instruments

are mounted below the flow diagram.
Panel Cutout.

Figure 46 shows the panel cutout for

the extraction process flush mounted instruments.

Model.

A model of the apparatus at scale of one

inch to one foot was constructed from wood.

The component

pieces or equipment for extraction and distillation processes were located in the model exactly as they will be
located in The Unit Operation Laboratory.

The purpose of

this model was to facilitate the location ot the equipment;
also the model was tbe i best mean of representing the actual
piping layout.

The optimum length of the pipes, number ot

·r1tt1ngs, support ot the pipes, and location of the pipes
were

eas11~

determined by use ot the model.

The pipes,

pumps, and the tanks were color coded, as a visual aid,
to 1nd1oate the flow and

ot the system.

stor~e

ot the different components

The following color oode was uaed:

green ---------acetone, water mixture
red -----------carbon tetrachloride
7ellow---------acetone
blue ----------water
orange --------carbon tetrachloride and acetone
mixture
The Plgures 47, 48,
model.

49,

and

SO

show different Y1ewa of the
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Figure 45. Equipment Plot Plan
Extraction System
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Figure 46. Oatout P1an For Instrument
Panel For Extraction System
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Figure 47.
Mode~,

Extraction and D1st1·11ation Equipment
Front View Without the Panel Board
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Figure 48. Extraction and D1st111at1on Equipment
Model, Front View With the Control. Panel Board
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Figure 49.

Extraction and Dist111ation Equipment
Model, Lett Side View
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Figure 50.

Extraction and D1st111at1on Equipment
Model, Bight Side View
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Analytical Methods

~

Determination g!

S~lubility

Curve, :rJ..! Line, !!!S Composition of the Mixture
of Acetone-Water-Carbon Tetrachloride
In order to establish the solubility curve for the
system carbon

~etrachlor1de-acetone-water,

and determine

the tie lines and composition of the samples the following procedure is recommended.
Determination of Solubility Curve.

About 10 mililiters

of acetone is carefully weighed into a stoppered, constanttemperature, jacketed cylinder or a weighing bottle.

A small

amount of carbon tetrachloride 1s added, dried and weighed
aga~;

recordLng the weight of both carbon tetrachloride

and acetone.

The mixture is titrated with the

~hird

compo-

nent, in this case water, adding in small-volume increments
from the buret.
and shaken.

The weighing bottle or cylinder is stoppered

When the first permanent turbidity results, the

specific gravity of the mixture is measured with a Westphal
baLance.

The

re~raot1ve

index of the mixture should also

be determined by a dippLng refractometer.

The same proce-

dure is repeated at least ten times, eaoh time with a different
weight of acetone and carbon tetrachloride.

The same proce-

dure is to be fo1lowed for the mixture of water-acetone.
third component to be added is carbon tetrachloride.
Knowledge of the specific gravity, refractive index
and the volume of the third component and the weight of

The
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the other two, permit an accurate calculation of the mixture
composition and fixes a point on the solubility curve.
With enough points the solubility curve is then constructed.

A solubility curve for a mixture of acetone-water-carbontetrachloride is shown in Figure 2, page 16.
Specific Gravities and Refractive Indices Curves.

The

specific gravities and refractive indices are plotted against
acetone concentration on the sa.me or two different graphs.
It is important that all specific gravities and refractive
indices be taken at the same temperature.

These curves

together with the so1ubil1ty curve are used for determination of the sample.' s composition.
Tie Lines Determination.

In determining a tie

l~e,

the three components are weighed carefully into the same
constant-temperature jacketed cylLnder or weighing bottle,
ma~taLning

the same temperature at which the solubility

curve had been plotted.

The relative amount of each phase

should be approximately the same.

After five minutes of

vigorous shaking, the specific gravity and refractive index
are determined from the separated phases.

Connection of

the two respective points on the equilibrium ourve determines a tie line.
Determination of Semple Composition.

After taking a

sample of extract •aqueous phase• or rattinate •carbon tetrachloride phase•, .the refractive index and specific gravity
is

obta~ed.

The temperature of the equilibrium phase whose
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specific gravity and refractive index are being determined,
should be the same as the temperature at which the specific
gravities and refractive indices curves are available.

From

the above mentioned curves, the acetone concentration oan
be read.

In referring to the solubility curve the concen-

tration of the other two components

m~inly,

water and

carbon tetrachloride can be readily obtained.
Operational Procedure&
Any person intending to operate the extractors, has
to inspect thoroughly and make himself familiar with the
mechanical construction and facilities of the extractors
and accessories.

This may be done by physically checking

the equipment and by studying the flow diagram, Figure 44,
page 106.
The extractors were designed for · ease 6f operation
and with the idea that they would be employed under a variety
of experimental conditions.
and

~strumentation

For this reason, all controls

are looated in such a manner that one

person can operate the equipment.
Safety.

Acetone, one or the components of the system

is highly volatile and flammable.

For this reason, extreme

precautions should be exercised in operating the extractors.
Safety measures suoh as explosion proof motors, vent, and
safety aw1tohea have been considered and specified Ln.the
design.

The operator should make a check of the condition of
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general wiring and electrical instruments before starting the operation.
Preparation for Start-up.

In preparation for start-

up of the extractors, all valves should be closed, and all
·electrical switches placed in "off" position.

A prepared

notebook for recording data, a written plan for a particular test, sample bottles and other auxiliary equipment
should be on hand before operation begins.

The following

steps should be taken for initially operating the extractors:
1.

Preparing the feed (carbon tetrachloride and
acetone), with known concentration o"f each

2.

Filling the feed and solvent tanks

J.

Setting flow recorder controllers at the specific
rate of flows for both solvent and feed

4.

Adjusting the micrometer controls of the variable
speed drives for the specified speeds

5.

Applying the proper stop-bars for the particular
pulse amplitude.

Operation.

After the flow recorder controllers have

been set for the predetermined rate of the solvent to feed
ratio, the switches of the proper pumps are to be turned
on to pump fluids to the columns.

If the columns are operat-

ing as a continuous countercurrent or multiple contact system,
the recirculating pumps should be turned on.

After start-

ing the motors of variable speed drives, and pumping out the
extract and raff1nate to their respective tanks, the process
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A check

should be made of all the variables, interface, flow rates,
pulse amplitude, pulse frequency, and rate of rotation of
the shaft of the rotating-disc column.
condition is

o~tained,

After a steady state

the following data should be taken:

1.

The temperature of ingoing and outgoing streams

2.

The rate of effluent streams from rotameters

J.

The rate of ingoing streams from flow recorders.

Sampling•

Samples of all the effluent streams should

be taken from sample valves every two minutes for ten minutes, after which increasing intervals between samples to
ten minutes for thirty minutes.
analysis should be made for the

After each sample is taken
concentratio~

of the com-

ponents as was described on page 115.
Shut-down Procedure.

When a test is completed, the

final step carried out is the shut-down procedure in which
all mixtures are removed from the columns.

This is accomp-

lished by discontinuing the pumping of the feed and solvent
streams, while effluent streams are being pumped.

The fluids

remaining at the bottom of the two columns, oan then be withdrawn by opening the plug and stop-oock wh1oh are situated
at the bottom of the pulse and rotating-disc columns respectively.

All switches should be plaoed 1n

and all valves should be closed.

•orr•

position,
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DISCUSSION

The following section includes the discussion of
the design, the variables, recommendations, and limitations
on the performance of the designed liquid-liquid extractors.
Discussion of the Design
The development of nuclear-fission chain reactors
for the conversion of mass to energy and the transmutation
of elements has brought into industrial prominence chemiGal
substances and chemical engineering processes which a few
years ago were no more than scientific curiosities.

Uranium,

formerly used mainly for coloring glass and ceramics, has
become one of the world's most important sources of energy.
The United States Atomic Energy Commission which
initially conducted research and instruction in all fields,
of nuclear engineering and related subjects, has decided to
transfer

~struct1on

in nuclear science and engineering to

established institutions of technical learnLng.

The Missouri

School of Mines and Metallurgy had already established courses
of study Ln nuclear engineering

~

the departments of Ceramic,

Chemical, Mechanioal, and Metallurgical Engineering.

The

Chemical Engineering Department was granted funds for that
portion of the program based upon the unit operations of
extraction and d1st11lation as applied to nuclear fuel processing.
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The decision was made to design a prototype typical
fuel processing plant, comprised of a liquid-liquid extraction system and a distillation column.
The design of the liquid-liquid extraction system
was coordinated with the design of the distillation equipment to illustrate the principles involved in these unit
operations of mass transfer.

The operation of these units

would facilitate teaching the basic concepts of separation
by solvent extraction and distillation through solubility
differences and vapor pressure differences.
System.

In the actual nuclear fuel processing, uranyl

nitrate is extracted from its impurities by tributyl phosphate
in kerosene.

Since this system could not be used beoause of

the radiation hazard and from the stand point of safety, the
system of carbon tetrachloride-acetone-water was selected
to replace the above system.

In the selected system, acetone

acts as the solute, carbon tetrachloride as the carrier,
and water as the solvent.
Col1nnns.
been

fo~d

Pulsed and rotating-disc extractors have

to have high efficiency and low height equivalent

to theoretical stages HETS.

The pulsed oolumn has been used

1n the actual separation of uranium 1n the form of uranyl nitrate from its impurities at the Hanford Works by The United
States Atomic Energy Commission.

Pyrex glass was chosen as
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the material of construction for the columns

~ecause

of trans-

parency for the direct observation of the two-phase liquid
mixing taking place in the extractors.
Tanks and Rate of Flows.

Tank capacity of 55 gallons

each for feed and solvent, and maximum flow rate of 1/2
gallon per minute, were specified with the idea in mind
that the students who would operate the system have enough
feed and solvent to complete their experiment without interruption for refilling the tanks in the three-hour of laboratory periods.
Variable Speed Drive.

In selecting a drive with

variable speed, three types were Lnvestigated

(1)

Link-

Belt P.I.V. (Positive-infinitely variable) variable speed
drive,

(2}

~aster

EV Speedranger, and

(3)

Graham Vari-

able Speed Transmission.
Link-Belt P.I.V. is a chain-driven variable mechanical
drive which

~creases

the possibility of failure, thus in-

creases the cost of repairs and parts, and has high initial
cost.

For these reasons it was not selected.
Master EV Speedranger was principally a speed controlled

motor, shunt-wound, with an electronic control box containing a heavy duty thyratron tube converting the alternatLng
ourrent to d1reot current.
was relatively high.

The Ln1t1al cost of this unit

The tube life was estimated by the
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manufacturer at 10,000 hours, and the accuracy of speed
change was not high enough to be applicable to the process.
For these reasons the unit was also eliminated.
Graham Variable Speed Drive was recommended by Prof ·e ssor A. Vern Kilpatric of the Mechanical Engineering Department, Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy, Rolla,
Missouri.

Investigation was made of this variable drive

and was found that it was most suitable for this project,
considering its cost, simplicity of mechanical structure,
and accuracy of speed control.
Instruments.

With the extraction process, instrumen-

tation was incorporated to control and measure the flow of
liquids and obtain accurate data for determination of material balances, energy balances and to make quantitative calculations for various experimental conditions.

An attempt

was made to specify as much as possible the equipment of one
manufacturer for the explicit purpose of maintaining unit responsibility.
The Variables
In studying the effect of any one of the following
variables:
(2)

(1)

Flow rate ratio, zero to 100,

zero to one inch,

(5)

Throughput, zero to 1/2 gallon per minute,

(4)

{J)

Amplitude of pulse,

Frequency or pulse, zero to 93 rpm,

Speed of rotor, zero to 500 rpm, on the performance of
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the columns, other variables should be kept constant.
The variables studied should then be set at a mLnimum
average and maximum level and the effect on column performance studied for that variable at each level.

Care

must be exercised in bringing the contents of the columns
to steady state conditions each time a change is made in
the value of variable.

Terminal samples are withdrawn

only after a steady state condition prevails within the
columns.
Studying the Effect of Pulse Amplitude.

For example,

when studying the effect of pulse amplitude on column performance, the other variables such as throughput, feed
composition, pulse frequency, are all kept constant at
their average values.

The pulse amplitude is then set

at a minimum value and the column 1s run under these conditions for approximately one half hour.

At this time,

terminal samples are withdrawn and analysed.
amplitude is then set at an

~termed1ate

The pulse

value and the run

1s continued for another half an hour, after which terminal
samples are agatn

w1thdra~

for analysis.

This procedure

is repeated a third time for the maximum. value of pulse
amplitude.

manner.

The other variables can be studied

~

a similar
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The liquid-liquid extraction system was speoifically
designed to be employed in the Unit Operation Laboratory
to aid students to acquire clear understanding of the principles involved .in the unit operation of mass transfer with
respect to chemical

pro~essing

of nuclear fuel.

The follow-

ing recommendations are made on the basis of design of this
equipment.
r1otion of Pulser.

The motion of pulser designed 1s

approximately sinusoidal.

Different types of cams should

be made so that they introduce saw-tooth and square wave
pulse motion.

The effects of these motions on the perfor-

mance of the pulse extraction column should · be studied.
It has been assumed that the mean dispersed-phase droplet
diameter for any given system and plate geometry is a function of the pulse wave form, frequency, and amplitude.
Flow Hate.

The maximum rate of flow that can be con-

trolled and recorded on the present instruments 1s 1/2 gallon
per minute.

The flow recorder controllers should be adjusted

to control and record higher rates of flow, say a maximum of
one gallon per minute.

The effect of a higher rate of flow

should be studied.
Sieve Plates.

The effect on the performance of the

pulse column should be studied, when sieve plates with
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hole

arrangemen~s,

hole opening, and free area

are employed in the pu1se column.
Introduction of Feed and Solvent.

A study should

be conducted on 1ntroduct1on of feed and solvent streams

into the columns by means of jets.
Stators and Rotors.

Rotors and stators having dif-

ferent dimensions than those specified in the design should
be substituted for the present ones in the rotating-disc
column, and studies should be carried out of their effects
on the performance of the column.
Written Report.

A report should be written after

construction and operation of the columns indicating the
characteristics of the design under operating . conditions.
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Limitations
Performance of the liquid-liquid extraction system
as designed has the following limitations.
Operating tank capacity

Feed and Solvent Tanks.
for each is 55

~llons.

Flow Rate.

The flow recorder controllers are cali-

brated for the flow rates from zero to 1/2 gallon per minute.

Therefore the rate of flow of feed and solvent is

to be within this limit.
Solvent to Feed Ratio.

On basis of the above men-

tioned flow rates, solvent to feed ratio could be varied
over the range of 1:100 to 100:1.
Pulse Extraction Column.

The pulse

extra~tor

designed

is a cylindrical pyrex glass with a volume of 957.6 cubic
inches.
Rotating-Disc Contactor.
has a total volume of 481 cubic
Pulsation.

The rotatLng-disc contactor
~ches.

Rate of pulsation may be varied from

zero to 93 pulse per minute.
Rotation.

The rate of rotation of the shaft in the

rotating-disc column is limited between zero to 500 revolutions per minute.
Materials of Construction.

Most of the materials speci-

fied for oonstruction of the columns are red brass, tubing
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is oopper.

Caution should be exercised on the. selection

of a system other than carbon tetrachloride-acetone-water.
These materials were selected as the most suitable.

Acids

of any kind, should never be used, as they are corrosive
to the materials of construction.
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SU~Y

The 11qu1d-11quid extraction system was designed to
provide laboratory equipment for demonstrating nuclear
fuel prooesstng to students who are majoring in Nuclear

or Chemical Engineering.

This equipment will facilitate

an accurate study of mass transfer through solubility differences.
The system consisted of two columns, pulse and rotating-disc.

It has been designed so that the two columns

could be operated
system, and

(J)

{1)

separately,

(2)

as a countercurrent

as a multiple contact system.

Phase dispersion was achieved by reciprocating and
rotory motions which in effect increase the · rate or mass
transfer.

A flexible bellows which was in direct contact

with the liquid in the bottom of the tower was given a reciprocating motion by a cam, whioh 1n turn was transmitted
to the whole of 11qu1d 1n the tower.

Rotating motion 1n

the rotating-disc column was achieved by rotating a number
of rotors mounted on a central shaft.

The tower conta1ns

a number of compartments formed by horizontal baffles.

Flat

rotor discs and stator rings created shearing conditions and
aided in obtaining a small spread 1n droplet size.
The process was instrumented to obtain accurate data
tor quantitative determination of the material balances,
energy balances and ett1c1enc1es

thro~hout

the system.
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Acetone as the solute, carbon tetrachloride as the
carrier, and water as the solvent was employed as the
system.
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